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Alexander, Jennifer

*Survival Strategies for Nonprofit Social Service Organizations.* Cleveland, Ohio: Cleveland State University, 1998.

Anderson, Earl R.


Atkin, David J.


Atkin, David J. and Robert Abelman


Atkin, David J., Leo W. Jeffres, and Kimberly A. Neuendorf


Barrow, William C. (Moderator), Jeanne Figueira Grossetti, Jonathan Hodges, and Sherry Maruna (Presenters)


Blair, Beverly J.

Bombaugh, Ruth


Boock, Michael, Donna Stewart, and Russell Rucky


Brodsky, Adam (General Editor), Diona Shaw (Fiction Editor), and Jason Dalka (Poetry Editor)

*Whisky Island Magazine.* Cleveland, Ohio: Cleveland State University, 1999.

Brody, Ralph and Murali Nair


Cagan, Elizabeth (Beth)


Carignan, Nicole

*Mosaiques.* Musical Score for Full Orchestra. Cond. Dr. Paolo Bellomia. World Premiere by California State University of Long Beach.


Chandler, Mittie O.

Chase, Sue


Chattman, Gerald B.


Crocker, Phyllis


Davis, Dena S.


de Acosta, Martha, Wornie L. Reed, and Jennifer Alexander

Formal and Informal Kinship Care in Cuyahoga County. Study. Cleveland, Ohio: Cleveland State University, 1998.

Donaldson, Thomas


Falk, Patricia J.


Flynn, Joan

Forte, David F.


Geier, Deborah A.


Gelman, Sheldon


Goldberg, David J.


Gooch, Mark


Grossetti, Jeanne Figueira (Project Director), Jonathan Hodges (Site Designer) and Jonetha Jackson and Tanya Tahsler (Production Specialists)


Hamovitch, Bram

Hansman, Catherine A.


Hemmons, Willa M.


Hill, Edward W.


Holt, Theresa J.

Inniss, Lolita K. Buckner


Kapur, Ratna


Kaufman, Sanda


Kaufman, Sanda and Janet Smith (Levin College Graduate, '99)


Keating, Dennis and Norman Krumholz (Editors)


Kellogg, Wendy A.

*Service Learning and the University Role in Community Development*. Survey. Cleveland, Ohio: Cleveland State University, January 1999.

Khoenle, Lisa


Kreiser, Larry


Labrador Herraiz, José


Lieske, Joel

Mal, Tarun K.


Markus, Richard M.


Mathur, Vijay K.


McCoy, Patricia A.


McKenna, Mary (Editor) and Louise F. Mooney (Associate Editor)


Mika, Karin


Milidonis, Mary K.


Miracle, Andrew W.


Nair, Murali D.


Nolan, Marianne


Petrone, Susan (Editor)


Pourdavood, Roland G.


Pourdavood, Roland G. and Tim Harrington (Doctoral Candidate)


Pourdavood, Roland G. and Sharon Grob (Doctoral Candidate)


Pourdavood, Roland G. , Sharon Grob (Doctoral Candidate), Jana Clark (Doctoral Candidate), and Hattie Orr (Emeritus Professor)

Ray, Laura E.


Reed, Wornie


Reed, Wornie and Rodney Thomas


Robertson, Heidi Gorovitz


Ruben, Alan Miles


Smith, Mieko Kotake


Snyder, David V.

Steinglass, Steven H.


Terry, Larry D.


Tevesz, Michael


Tevesz, Michael, Michael Wells and Susan Petrone (Editor)

Stained Glass Windows of Trinity Cathedral, Cleveland, Ohio, Produced by the Wilbur H. Burnham Studios. Cleveland, Ohio: Cleveland State University, 1999.

Thornton, Glenda A.


Thurschwell, Adam


Tyler, Barbara J.


Valencic, Joseph


Vogelsang-Coombs, Vera and Melissa Miller (Levin College graduate, ’99)


Walton, John


Weinstein, Alan C.


White, Frederic


Wilson, James